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Abstract. The purpose of this research is overcome the current situation of an area in Indonesia,
often people still find it difficult to find news around the area, one of which is in Pekalongan City,
Central Java, where the majority of the population migrates to the urban area. The majority of
information around Pekalongan still uses conventional media and other media, one of which is
using newspaper media. Therefore, the lack of mobile application technology on the news media
always makes it difficult for people to find information about local news, especially for people
outside the area who want to know the development of their urban of origin. In order to connect
with the dissemination of information about these areas, we propose the design of enterprise
architecture planning in mobile news applications. TOGAF ADM architecture framework using
the Architecture Development Method (ADM) model to design and implement it and can provide
a blueprint guide for future development. In this model, it covers the scope of data architecture,
application architecture, technology architecture as corporate architectural design and development
of more business processes good from previous development.

1.
Introduction
Pekalongan is an online news media that aims to provide information about the area to the public.
Especially for people from outside the area who want to know the development of the city of origin. The
data generated is significant for the readers because it is to find out various kinds of information about the
condition of the Pekalongan area and its surroundings. The importance of this information, Seputar
Pekalongan will develop its business processes with media access through mobile applications. By using
a mobile app, researchers will design the architecture of online news media Seputar Pekalongan with a
mobile platform so that proper public rights can access it. Beside EA as a method to align between
business strategy and IT strategy and also as an innovative way of rethinking the scope of a business
process [1], EA can facilitate business success to the effectiveness by using the information of
management strategies and IT resources. The competitive advantage depends on customer satisfaction,
process life cycles, resource management, task allocation and scheduling, and estimation cost [2].
The research conducted by Yenny, et al: states that enterprise architecture planning using the TOGAF
ADM framework can provide output in the form of blueprints in supporting the organization's business
processes to be integrated with other systems so that the development to the next stage will be easier. The
research consisted of planning, and implementation using several phases namely Preliminary,
Architecture Vision, Business Architecture, Information Systems Architecture, Technology Architecture,
Opportunities and Solutions, Migration Planning, Implementation Governance, and Architecture Change
Management. Based on previous research, the researchers assume that enterprise architecture planning
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using the TOGAF ADM framework is needed for online news media organizations Seputar Pekalongan in
the modeling and development of information technology and development in business processes [3] [4].
There are currently many enterprise architecture frameworks that can be used by organizations or
companies, but based on Cameron and McMillan’s research on the five most commonly used enterprise
architecture frameworks, TOGAF frameworks are rated as far superior compared to other frameworks.
The advantages of TOGAF include process completion, TOGAF ADM, flexibility in the use of elements,
integration/interconnection between layers, vendor neutrality, and alignment with industry standards. For
online news media planning Seputar Pekalongan using enterprise architecture planning design in mobile
news applications. TOGAF ADM uses the Architecture Development Method (ADM) within the
enterprise architecture framework to design and implement it. In this model, it covers the scope of the
stages of TOGAF ADM using the Architecture Development Method (ADM) such as data architecture,
application architecture, and technology architecture as the corporate architectural design [5].
2.
Methods
The method used in this study was a survey involving research sources as the object to be studied. This
study included data contained in news online media Seputar Pekalongan using the stages of TOGAF
ADM with the Architecture Development Method (ADM) model as the company's business architecture
framework to be designed.
The TOGAF Architecture Development Method (ADM) provided a tested and iterative process for
developing EA. It comprised instituting an architectural framework, transitioning, developing architecture
contents, and governing the comprehension of architectures. Mentioned activities were fulfilled by
employing an iterative cycle of continuous architecture description and comprehension that permits
enterprises to transform themselves in a managed manner in accordance with business targets. TOGAF
ADM was a methodology that described an iterative method for EA development. The enterprise architect
must be determined some features of TOGAF methodology such as level of details, breadth of coverage,
and extent of time horizon due to ADM did not provide prescription on those [6].
The following was the phase of the TOGAF ADM framework with the Architecture Development
Method (ADM) model, which can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The phase of the TOGAF Framework ADM Architecture Development Method
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Here are the sections and phases in TOGAF ADM [7, 8]:
1. Architecture Context
a. Preliminary Phase
b. Phase A: Architecture Vision
2. Architecture Development
a. Phase B: Business Architecture
b. Phase C: Information Systems Architecture
c. Phase D: Technology Architecture
3. Transition Plan
a. Phase E: Opportunities and Solutions
b. Phase F: Migration Planning
4. Architecture Governance
a. Phase G: Implementation Governance
b. Phase H: Architecture Change Management
5. Requirements Management
3.
Results and Discussion
The results of research conducted on online media Regarding Pekalongan using the TOGAF ADM
architecture stage with the Architectural Development Method (ADM) model as the development of
business architecture work which includes 5 phases of activities such as the initial phase, architectural
vision phase, business architecture phase, information system architecture phase, and the technological
architecture phase. The following are the results of the phases that have been done:
3.1 Preliminary phase
The first phase is the preparation phase, where this phase will be committed and confident with an
architectural design using TOGAF ADM with the Architecture Development Method (ADM) model to
make the business development process better.
3.2 Architectural Vision Phase
In the second phase is the architectural vision phase, which is the phase where it is committed to the
vision that will be used as a benchmark in architectural design. In this phase, all must comply with the
vision that has been agreed upon both outside parties and parties in this design.
3.3 Business Architecture Phase
In the business architecture phase is an overview of existing business processes with those that will be
designed to be in line with business processes in the media Seputar Pekalongan. The following business
architecture on media Seputar Pekalongan can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Business Architecture
No

Problem

Current Architecture

1

Media Development
Access

Still using
website platform.

2

Aligning vision, a mission
with business processes

Absence of rules
in vision, mission and
business process

Method

Architecture Expected

Designing access media Can be accessed using two
using mobile applications platforms properly.
using the TOGAF ADM
architecture framework
with model ADM with the
Architecture Development
Method (ADM) model
Still using manual.
Can align the vision,
mission and business
processes according to the
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stages of TOGAF ADM
with the Architecture
Development Method
model.

From Table 1, it can be concluded that there is a need to design using the TOGAF ADM framework
with the Architecture Development Method (ADM) model to harmonize the vision, mission, and business
processes in the future.
3.4 Phase of Information System Architecture
In the information system, the architecture phase is the information system architecture phase that will be
developed by emphasizing aspects of application architecture and data architecture.
3.4.1 Application Architecture
In the information system architecture phase, application architecture is needed to support the design of
online mobile news Seputar Pekalongan. In the application architecture, there are several menu
components to interact with each other in the system/application so that the user/reader can easily access
them so that the available menus can be accurate according to the information the user/reader gets.
3.4.2 Data Architecture
In the data architecture, it requires centralized data integration from the online mobile news media
Seputar Pekalongan with a system that was previously available so that the data can be easily accessed so
that real-time data can be updated in a fast time.
3.5 Technology Architecture Phase
In the technological architecture phase is a phase to see the feasibility of infrastructure both in terms of
networks and devices used in the previous system. The following phase of the technology architecture can
be seen in Tables 2, 3 and Figure 2.
Table 2. The software of Technology of Architecture
No

Type

Current Software

Expected Software

1 Server Operating System
2 Framework

Using Linux

Using Linux and the 4th generation

CodeIgniter

CodeIgniter and Flutter

3 DBMS

MySQL

MySQL and API Mobile

Based on Table 2, it can be concluded that software technology architecture will develop such as
framework and DBMS to support the design of mobile news media online. While in terms of
hardware are as follows:
Table 3. The hardware of Technology of Architecture
No

Type

1 Server
2 Storage
3 Supporting Media

Current Hardware
Server Core i7
Ram 8GB, Harddisc
Unlimited
Personal Computer

Expected Hardware
Third Party Data Center
Ram 8GB, Harddisc Unlimited
Personal Computer and
Handphone/Mobile

Based on Table 3, it can be concluded that the hardware technology architecture will develop
such as servers and supporting media to support the design of mobile news media online. The
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following is a network overview that will be designed to support the design of mobile news media
online.

Figure 2. The phase of Network Technology Architecture
Research with a similar theme [9], uses the TOGAF enterprise architecture framework to find out how
an organization designs a system to support business and technology needs in realizing the expected
vision and mission. The rest of the study compares with other frameworks, but for the TOGAF
framework, it can be said to be a complete framework because it presents a detailed and comprehensive
framework. In addition, another study conducted by [10], where this study uses the TOGAF ADM
framework for tertiary institutions, understanding the business process of higher education is very
important, because college business processes have different complexity and characteristics compared to
other service organization business processes so as to create harmony between business and information
technology for organizational needs is very much needed to implement enterprise architecture.
Therefore, this research can produce a blueprint for aligning the organization's vision and mission to
produce better business processes and better infrastructure development than before. This research
requires the role of all parties, both internal and external organizations because to achieve targets in
accordance with the vision and mission of the organization in developing better business processes.
4.
Conclusions
The conclusion of this study is that the platforms used in business development are website-based and
mobile applications, using enterprise planning architecture in the TOGAF ADM framework with the
Architecture Development Method (ADM) model that can provide blueprint guidance for subsequent
development and development of more business processes good from previous development.
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